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i was also the guy who uploaded all new shareware releases and patches. as is well known, our distribution network was housed at software creations, the major bbs run out of massachusetts. however, they werent the only place. when we released something, i would spend a lot of time uploading our files to various major bbss around the country, so the packaging and
distribution of our shareware was a big thing to me. ftp was also a thing around then, so i handled that too. i was the person who mastered floppy discs (and later cds) for mass duplication. most of our cds had a /goodies directory on them the majority of the time, i would gather random things and just throw them on the cd to have some other fun stuff to discover. that
was all me. theres a pic to the right of me holding the fedex box in my office with the gold master cd for shadow warrior in 1997. there was a very famous picture of george broussard in my office pointing at my computer on the first actual upload of duke nukem 3d to software creations on 29 jan 1996. im sure youve seen it. i took that picture, too. we had a bbs called

software creations, operated out of massachusetts. it was the epicenter of our distribution. i ran the bbses. there was one at st louis, kansas city, san diego, and illinois. at the time we were based at software creations. i would do the trip to different cities to do the live broadcasts and upload our files and shareware to all of these bbses at the same time. when i first
started doing this, i would just have multiple floppy discs, and i would load them up, do a stream, unload the disk, load up a new one, and do it again. i had pretty sophisticated equipment. i would copy files to floppy discs, then boot the floppy discs, and then record the stream out of the port, into an auxilliary machine, which i had at my house, so it was always on-line.

then later on, i would hook the printer to it, and just print hundreds of copies for our entire bbs membership, with the.exe for all of the files. i really liked to do that stuff.
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